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College of Staten
Island

Name: Leeann M Stover

Evaluation Session: Spring 2022

Comprehensive Report for Cognitive Psychology (PSY-288-9014) - Stover, Leeann M - Spring 2022
Please provide your overall evaluation of the course.

Question Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Strongly

Disagree
Cannot
Judge Mean StDev         

The syllabus is very useful. (27 Responses) 23 / 85.19% 4 / 14.81% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.85 0.36         

The course materials are very useful. (27
Responses) 23 / 85.19% 4 / 14.81% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.85 0.36         

Additional Questions

Question Excellent Good Fair Poor Mean StDev          

My overall evaluation of this instructor's teaching
is: (27 Responses) 27 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00 0.00          

Question (Select One) A A- B+ B B- C+ C D F P Audit Don't
Know Mean StDev

My anticipated grade in this course is: (27
Responses) 1 11 8 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2   

Question (Select One) General
Education Pre-Major Major Free

Elective
Fits my

schedule Other Mean StDev       

Reason for taking this course. (27 Responses) 1 1 2 21 0 2 0         

The instructor's greatest strengths are:

She is very good at getting students engaged in the class and has very interactive lessons.
Out of all the professors I've ever had she made the students get involved during class time the most. We did fun in class activities that went with what we were learning and it
made class fun and interesting. I really enjoyed her as a professor and I learned a lot from this class with her as my professor. I did not even like some of the material we learned
because it consisted of some stats which I am not good at and also am disinterested in but we made going to that class worth and I learned a lot; I might've even gotten better at
the stats part of psychology now.
She's a great professor
Professor Stover gives us chances and helps us succeed in class. She also gives extra credit and tris to help us pass the class as much as possible
explaining information
Knowledge of the subject, communicates well, gets students involve in lesson. fun subject
using real life examples to relate to course materials as well as getting entire class to participate in class activities
The instructor has great knowledge of the subject. Follows the syllabus which makes it helpful to understand the expectations in the class and what you need to do in order to
achieve your desired grade.
This professor is truly a compassionate person, she's extremely kind and understanding, she helps us students do better and strive for more
-the topics -communicating effectively -being understanding
Knows a lot about the topics, is able to clearly communicate with students, works with students even if they are in hard situations and is understanding, provides lots of options for
work which all are beneficial to our learning.
Communication and elaborating on different ways of how to teach the material
Professor Leeann is willing to go over certain topics if students are not understanding. Professor Leeann knows subject well.
Understanding her student's capabilities and being able to distinguish feelings from grading.
ability to teach material in an engaging way that keeps class interested and happy.
Knows the subject well and is more than willing to be of help to any student who needs it. Made the class interactive and fun during this semester.
Communicating extremely well and helping students out when needed.
engaging the students in class activities and creating blog posts that are fun
She is organized and follows the syllabus, ensures that everyone in the class is passing by creating a grade tracker for individuals to ensure they haven't fallen behind on any
assignments.
Great energy
Knowing the topic & applying it to real life
Ability to teach the topic and make it interesting to learn.
This professor greatest strengths are very good in keep students on track with their grades not many students keep track and this helps a lot to improve our grades on time.
She tries to get everyone involved in the class, unlike other professors of these type of classes that just put a presentation on and never do anything interesting with it.

The instructor could improve this course by:

The layout of the course on Blackboard could be better. Currently, there are numerous categories and subcategories on Blackboard so finding specific work can be hard at times.
The only thing I would say is some of the workload was stressful. I found myself behind at the end of the semester with the blog activities and found it a bit too much for me. If
there were less blog activities that we had to complete before the end of the semester I would have been a bit less stressed even though I did find some of the activities very
interesting.
Nothing she's very helpful , and understanding
none
no complaints
honestly can’t think of anything, this course went pretty smoothly and i was able to keep up with class work and homework easily.
I believe that the instructor does not need to improve in anything.
This course is a tough course as it has a lot of paperwork, weekly assignments and quizzes are given and it's extremely tough to keep up with, this professor was accommodating
and helped us keep up but because of the course itself, some students may not have an understanding professor like her
-not much she did a great job, and would recommend this course to anyone :)
uploading powerpoint before the class starts
I enjoyed taking Professor Leeann course she should keep doing her teaching style for following courses
Giving less blogs (for the Fall), this is because we don't have a long enough break to "catch up" on a majority of the work. If anything I would leave the blogs open for half the
semester so people can do it in their own times.
less homework maybe
less blogs weekly, otherwise, is perfect!!
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Everything was perfect.
This professor could be a bit more strict. Is often taken advantage of due to how nice of a person she is.
Keeping up the good work
In my opinion, nothing she's amazing and understands her students
Not trying to be liked by everyone. It's okay to be strict sometimes, specially if it's an important work to the class.

Please provide any additional comments on your experience in this course:

I also enjoy this class, great activities gets everyone involved
My experience in this course was very good, the professor was engaging and made the lessons very entertaining and very understandable
The instructor made me more excited to learn cognitive psychology and made me want to learn more about it when I get home.
This course with this professor was a lot of information but the professor made it as interesting as possible and engaged us all through group work and fun assignments
I loved this class and loved professor Stover and all of her teaching methods, she really made the class come alive!
She is an amazing professor who is very clear concise and works well with her students. She is very understanding and makes sure that everyone in her class does well and follows
along with the material
was a great pleasure attending this class and loved that every student felt seen and more willing to participate, especially myself. Professor Stover is wonderful at her occupation
and makes students feel confident in their works.
Overall, the course was fun and I truly enjoyed her teaching the subject
Really enjoyed this class
There's really not much to say besides the things mentioned above. Overall, I had a good time with the class.
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